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Cost Validation for Hensler Bone Press 
 

Abstract: 
 

The Hensler Bone Press (HBP) is a new, innovative device to maximize the collection, separation 
and utilization of the patients own autologous Bone. The patient’s autologous bone is drilled away or 
decorticated in every spinal fusion case. This device produced compressed, viable autologous bone for 
immediate incorporation into interbody and instrumentated constructs as well as on-lay posterolateral 
grafting.  Orthopedic, maxillofacial and podiatry cases also commonly drill away bone whereby the use of 
autologous bone could be used for fusion.  The HBP is an easy to learn, cost effective device to capture this 
bone, which will decrease, if not eliminate, the need for synthetic and biologic options. 
These synthetic alternatives to bone are ordinarily Calcium products, sea coral, and other types of 
scaffolding products not specific to any one patient and will not fuse alone, not including Bone 
Morphogenic Proteins (BMP).  This device may not completely eliminate the need for synthetics; however, 
each case that uses this device will obtain nearly all the bone drilled away which will diminish this 
common requirement for the fusion cases. 
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Anterior Cervical Fusion 
1 Level: 

Corpectomy: 
2 Level : 

Corpectomies: 
3 level: 

Corpectomies: 
 

Posterior Cervical Fusion 
Multi-level decompression / fusion: 
 

Posterior Lumbar Fusions 
1 Level decompression with fusion:  

2 Level decompression with fusion: 
Transforaminal MIS Fusion (1 Level) 
3+ Level lumbar decompression Fusion:  
Multi-level Lumbar decompression / PLIF: 
 

Craniotomy 
Varies. Turning flap and harvesting bone for burr 
Hole and around flap itself for fusion: 

3-5 cc 
7 – 10 cc 
6-8 cc 
10-15 cc 
10-12 cc 
> 20 cc 

10-15 cc 
 
 
 
8-10 cc 
> 15 cc 
7 – 10 cc 
> 20 cc 
8-10 cc 

 
 
~ 10 cc 

Value Proposition for the HBP 

Per unit LIST cost: $ 475.00 per sterile device /  $ 4750.00 per case (10 units) 

Extended 

We have data from multiple surgeons on the significant bone collected with the HBP.  Here is the 
average bone collected per surgical case, which varies from case to case: 

 
Average amount of bone collected per case from the HBP: 

$ 345.00 per sterile device /  $ 3450.00 per case (10 units) 
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Each case will vary on bone collected. Essentially if bone is drilled away, it can be harvested and 
utilized for the fusion grafting.  Lumbar decompression cases, that utilize the high speed drill, will 
generally be sufficient to pack an implant and the contralateral gutter. Bilateral fusions, multiple levels, 
partial and full corpectomies will yield significant Autograft and contain major cost savings and patient 
benefit. Additionally, the vertebral corpectomies  / partial corpectomies of the spine will yield 
cancellous autograft, which is widely accepted as containing stem cells and growth factors imperitive for 
fusion. 
 
 

Cost of Synthetics / Biologics: (may vary per geography and hospital): 
 

Grafton Putty:  1cc ($140‐160)  2.5cc ($330‐350)  5cc ($610‐630) 

DBM:  1cc ($200‐215)  5cc ($760‐780)  10cc ($1190‐1220) 

BMP:  Infuse  XS ($1700‐1730) Small ($3400‐3500) Medium ($ 4800‐4900) 
 

Mastergraft Putty:  1.5cc ($150‐170) 3cc ($260‐280) 6cc ($500‐525) 9cc ($780‐800) 

Trinity Allograft:  1cc ($510‐530) 5cc ($2300‐2375) 10cc ($4100‐4300) 

Genex Synthetic:  5cc ($740‐760) 10cc ($1340‐1360) 
 
 
 

The above information proves the device is worth its price easily and its impact will be felt financially in 

both the patient and hospital alike. 
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Regulatory Data:    
 Device Classification: Class II (special controls) 
 FDA Establishment Registration Number: 3009657922 
 Regulation Number: 880.6740 
 Product Code: BYZ 
 Submission Type: 510(K) Exempt 
 Subject to good manufacturing practices and compliance to 21 CFR Part 

820, Quality System Regulation. 
 Hensler Surgical is ISO 13485: 2003 compliant. BSI: Cert #  FM 592103 
 CE Certificate #  593447   

Conclusion:
 

The HBP is a device that will cut significant cost, while simultaneous improving patient’s 
outcomes without affecting the flow of surgery. This 2 step system allows for little interruption of the 
surgery and integrates smoothly into any operation. The device separates bone from blood in less than 30 
seconds and can be used as many times as needed per case.  The device is disposable. This will take very 
little of the scrub tech’s time and will keep them focused on the surgeon’s needs. The device has ribs along 
the sides of the container, which align with the tops, allowing for improved dexterity of the device and 
handling.  I am confident this device will yield significant savings for the hospital and patient alike while 
simultaneously improving this aspect of fusion procedures. 

 


